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Introduction
Thanks to the Hardy Plant Society’s bursary award, over the summer of 2018 I was able to design
and create a garden and visit horticultural gardens and ecosystems both at home in England and in
Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia and Croatia. Below I will describe:
•
•
•

•
•

Personal garden design project.
Innovative planting in European cities.
Descriptions of botanical historical and speciality gardens such as Krakow’s Botanical Garden
of the Jagiellonian University and Bratislava castle’s baroque garden, Harewood house and
Roundhay park’s speciality gardens.
National parks/mountain ranges, including the High Tatras and Plitvice lakes.
Wildflower meadows.

Personal garden design project
Garden before.

Garden after.
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My personal garden project gave me the opportunity to plan, design and implement and experiment
with planting combinations. During the project I cleared and dug the ground, finding lots of stones
and rocks. Using this I created a rockery and dug a path surrounding it. I planted alpines and herbs
such as Sedum purpureum, Saginia supreme, Thymus vulgaris ‘Silver posie’, and Sempervivums
tectorum. I placed a path weaving round the rockery and recycled the stones that were already on
the plot. Important note: I dug the soil up to form a mound for the rockery I then left it for a week so
that rain and time could let the soil settle, if I’d have planted straight away the soil would have sunk
down exposing the plants’ roots and potentially kill them.
The rockery and path beginning to take shape.

The project took a lot of hard work as the previous owner had buried a huge amount of stones and
rubble. I disposed of the rubble and recycled the stones for my rockery. I cleared the pebbles and
recycled them for my path, this heavy excavation process and hard landscaping compacted the soil
so as I planted, I would loosen the soil in the areas where planting took place.
Rockery planted up and rocks placed.
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Path and rockery complete

The highlight of my planting was the use of Cornus controversa ‘verigata’ (wedding cake tree) with
Cornus sanguinea ‘Mid winter fire’. I loved how the combination gave the contrasting appearance of
beautiful white foliage being lapped up by an orange fire of branches. To keep the beauty of this
scheme regular pruning will have to take place on the Cornus sanguinea to ensure it stays below the
Cornus controversa. The Cornus controversa is one of my favourite plants, the layered growth
pattern gives it a beautiful look thus the name the wedding cake tree (layers). I had an issue with
one of the Cornus sanguinea which were purchased from an organic nursery. Bind weed (Calystegia
sepium) was growing from one of the pots and the ends of the branches were blackened and died
back. This concerned me as it showed a potential for disease (based on symptoms I thought
potentially Cornus anthracnose or even honey fungus). I quarantined the plant as it did not show any
other signs of infection and monitored, after some carful pruning watering and maintenance it
recovered fully and I determined the symptoms could be because a lack of water and the hot dry
summer just passed.
Picture of young Cornus sanguinea and Cornus controversa being placed.
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Cornus placed into the ground.

I also combined snow goose rambling rose bred by David Austin (Rosa multiflora ‘snow goose’) with
a black knight buddleia (Buddleja davidii ‘Black knight’). I love the contrasting complimentary
combination of dark purple with delicate white. Both plants have a large wild growing pattern and in
time I hope the rambling rose will thread and grow though the buddleia. The placement was in front
of a large hedge (Buxus) to give the plants support in their early stages. Next to this I planted a
Japanese red maple (Acer palmatum) and bamboo combination (Bambusoideae).
Photo of young rambling rose buddleia Japanese maple and Bamboo.

I planted a hay meadow around the rockery and within that planted a climbing evergreen clematis to
climb the existing apple tree. Next to this I planted a large euphorbia (Euphorbiaceae). The pear and
apple were pruned by me to increase yield, reduce unwanted or unreachable produce and to avoid a
high apple fall that may damage or disrupt my first-year hay meadow.
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Hay meadow next to rockery.

I finished the planting with a variety of bulbs and seeds such as Galadiola, Lucifer, Astilbe, cats’ tail.
Towards the back I planted marigold and sunflowers which are just coming through this year.
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European city planting
City planting is an important aspect of many places across Europe. The trip taught me the
importance of city planting in environmental social and economic terms. They create clean air and
provide a positive reaction in terms of mental and physical health.
The planting improves air quality, provides habitats for invertebrates and larger wildlife, in some
cases community gardens where set up for example Krakow contained many cherry trees which
provides food for not only the people but birds and wild life also. Krakow also had a green belt
(Planty park 41 hectres) created in 1920 in place of the demolished city walls, the site contains
around 30 connected gardens around the old city. This beautiful walk way contains 2236 trees
including maples, chestnuts and Lindens.
Inner-city meadows in Krakow.

Planty park, Krakow

.
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City planting, Bratislava, Slovakia

City planting, Budapest, Hungary.

Botanical gardens
Krakow’s Botanical Garden of the Jagiellonian University
The botanical garden was established in 1783 and holds a huge collection of plants shrubs and trees
from around the world. The collection can be categorised into alpine, medicinal, succulents,
heathers, grasses, temperate and tropical water plants, orchids, cactus, palms, ferns and
ornamentals. The compact nature of Krakow’s botanical garden meant that care and attention was
paid to each plant and great labelling provided me with lots of plant identification information.
I arrived at the botanical garden but unfortunately on a Friday, the glass houses were closed. I spent
a while admiring the giant Gynko biloba out the front of the entrance and an Anacardiaceae Rhus
typhina L ‘Dissecta’ with its beautiful red flowers and decided to return the next day.
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Photo of Anacardiaceae Rhus typhina L ‘Dissecta’.

Gynko biloba.
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I arrived the following day and entered the botanical garden, following it round I admired a small
collection of citrus plants from the Rutaceae family, grapefruit (Rutaceae Citrus X paradisii) and an
amazing pomelo (Rutaceae Citrus maxima) which I had never heard of before and learnt it is one of
the largest citrus fruits from the Rutaceae family. The first glass house was the Victoria hothouse,
the oldest of the three glass houses. It had an excellent display of water plants, Orchidaceae,
Bromellaceae, Araceae and many more tropical varieties.
Rutaceae Citrus maxima.

Araceae Anthurium andreanum.
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The fruit of Bignonoiaceae Crescentia cujete L.- dicotyledonous plant

Euphorbiaceae Acalypha hispida berm.f.
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Bromeliaceae Tillansia butzii, a beautiful large epiphytic plant

Lamiaceae Clerodendrum thomsoniae ‘Alba’.
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Bromeliaceae Vriesea splendens.

Guzmama monostachia -epiphytic species.
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Impressed by the giant fan leaves of this palm -Aracaceae Copernicia glabrescens.

I was as amazed seeing how pineapples grow. It makes sense now I know it’s a Bromeliaceae.
Bromeliaceae Ananas comosus ‘Merril’.
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Heliconia bihia ‘Jacquinii’

Bromeliaceae Tillancia strictia
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Orchidaceae (unidentified) possibly a butterfly orchid cultivar, but I cannot be certain as there was
no label.

As we moved on through the glasshouse we got to the agave, cacti and succulent section.
Here we have a beautiful display of Crassulaceae sedum.
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The thread like Cactaceae Selencereus Grandiflorus ‘britton rose’ creeping over the rocky surface, it
was a shame I didn’t get to see their wonderful flower in display.

Another picture of the Selencereus Grandiflorus ‘britton rose’ climbing the glass house walls with
wilted flowers.
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Cactaceae Cereus peruvianus.

Cactaceae Epiphyllum hybrid.
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Euphorbiaceae Euphorbia grandidens.

Asparagaceae Agave americana L.
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The Victoria glass house was beautiful and had amazing displays of plants. The large variety and
success of the epithetic plants growing in the glass house was astounding and encouraged me to
look further into epiphytic plants and their care, natural growth and evolution. I was inspired
especially with the species Tillandsia, as I’ve enjoyed seeing them as miniature house plants but did
not realise the scale to which these plants can grow.
The next glass house had Orchidaceae and bromeliaceae, the varieties were beautiful and need
carful care and attention.
Orchidaceae Vanda suavis

Orchidaceae Paphiopedilum insigne
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Ascocentrum miniatum x doritis pulcherrima

Orchidaceae Encyclia fracrais
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The botanical gardens had an extensive display containing many varieties and was useful for aiding
in my plant identification as well as teaching me a great deal about non-UK native plants, which was
my main interest. The botanical garden inspired and peaked my interest in epiphytic plants.

Baroque Gardens of Bratislava Castle
The historical castle has picturesque views of Bratislava from atop its hill. The reason for my visit
however was to view the classical designs of its gardens. A perfect example of the classic knot
garden, created in 1740 the garden combines this with vines, roses olives and trees. The site was
added to the castle ordered by the emperor at the time (Francis I), the sight of the grounds creates
an image of the emperor and queen with their subjects wandering the gardens. The colour scheme is
light with the use of bright white chalk, contrasted with deep orange and separated by green topiary
Buxus and planting. On a warm day such as I visited, the garden appears to glow as the sun reflects
from the white colours of the grounds. Unfortunately, it is not the original design, but inspired by
the original as the garden disappeared (could not find out how or why) in the 19th century and was
re-established in 2016.
Beautiful knot garden hedging with a beautiful planting scheme.

Grape vine next to topiary beech trees.
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Beautiful rambling rose (unidentified).

Interesting sloping lawn design, (I do not envy the person who has to mow this area).
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The angular design of these lawns is unusual and impressive, the simplicity of the angular lawns
surrounded by topiaries beach. Note the Roman/Mediterranean inspiration as this sight was used
for thousands of years as a strong hold, thus there is many inspired design techniques from across
world.

Roundhay park speciality gardens
These gardens are specialist botanical gardens in Leeds located next to Roundhay park.
Alhambra garden
Based on the gardens of the Alhambra palace in Sierra Nevada Spain, a representation of the patio
Acequia. It is not known how the original garden looked and planting varied significantly, because of
this the designers used plants that were popular and used in the Moorish period. Planting includes
day lilies, fox gloves, fritillaria, cape daisies and salvia.
The garden
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Possibly Plectranthus amboinicus

Cynara cardunculus
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Colchicum autumnale

Physalis alkekengi
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Rudbeckia hirta

Chelsea garden- The largest room in the house
The Garden was Leeds City Council exhibit for the 2008 RHS Chelsea Flower Show. Created on the
90th anniversary of the end of hostilities and signing of armistice to commemorate those who fell in
WWI. The title of this garden is the largest room in the house and was based and inspired on the
garden at Talbot house in Poperinge Belgium, this is because the house was used in 1915-1918 for
recuperating soldiers. The garden features a beautiful central pond encircled by herbaceous planting
including cardoons and poppies (at the right time of year). The plants have many links to Talbot
house sharing many of the original planting schemes such as Acer palmatum, Cynara cardunculus,
Stripa gigantea, Papever thoeas.
The garden
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Stripa gigantea

Cynara cardunculus
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Acer palmatum (lace leaf), Betula papyrifera (silver birch), Euphorbia helioscopia (sun spurge).

Cornus controversa Variegata
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Humulus lupulus

Vitis vinifera Purpurea
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Hesco garden 2009 and 2011
The 2009 Hesco garden was designed by Leeds City Council for the Chelsea Flower Show. It was
designed to highlight the issues of climate change with special relevance to flooding prevention. The
use of locally sourced Yorkshire stone and the planting of plants that flourish in wet conditions to
represent the management of rainwater rather than expulsion of water into drains. The garden
features rain water planter collectors that channel the water into a central stream which has
stepping stone paths running through it. the whole site is slightly bowl shaped to retain flood water

Hosta and water plants
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Reeds and variegated Hosta
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Designed on a semi natural setting, with birch trees and ivy growing up a sloping bank. The main
feature is the water mill based off Armley mill and Thwaite mill and simplified to match the natural
surroundings.
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Monet garden

Osteospermum ecklonis
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Thunbergia alata 'Orange'

Bedding display showing and excellent use of height in a boarder.
Featuring Nasstersum Tropaeolum majus, Salvia nemorosa ‘Carradona’,
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Tropaeolum majus ‘Alaska variegated scarlet'

Osteospermum ecklonis ‘Blue-eyed daisy’
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Mountainous regions
Maribor, Slovenia
I must admit this is the second time I’ve visited Maribor, Slovenia for its beautiful mountains, with
vineyards making delicious wine. The main reason for my trip to Maribor this time, however, was
because Maribor is home to the worlds oldest (and some could say hardiest grape vine) on earth.
Maribor’s oldest grape vine is over 400 years old. Based on this I wished to know how it has survived
so long, and what the management techniques were to ensure the continuation and successful
harvest from the vine.
Photo of the old grape vine and wine house.

The vines maintenance:
The vine is harvested yearly and produces 35-55 kg of grapes used to produce the wine, which is the
only wine produced from the vine and sealed in bottles made by famous designers. Although we did
not get to try the wine from the actual grape vine, we did try some made from cuttings of the same
vine. The scions of this vine are distributed over Slovenia and all over the world. Cuttings
traditionally begin to take place on January 22nd (the name day of St Vincent, patron saint of vines)
and takes place throughout the rest of winter.
Photo of the grapes growing on the vine.
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In February the cutting is taken from the vine for propagation ensuring sustainability and
maintenance of the main vine, the one-year old growth is trimmed back to two well developed
shoots, wounds are sealed with graft resin. Shoots are preserved on the old wood to ensure new
saplings grow next year. Cuttings are then grafted on to root stocks and distributed to vineyards.
Towards the end of February and beginning of march the vine is pruned more significantly.
Cutting/pruning is important part of ensuring the continuation of the plant, in a sense interfering
with the life span of the plant. From an evolutionary stand point the grape vine would grow naturally
to huge sizes. The process of taking cuttings and pruning (cultivation) is about ensuring a steady
continuous harvest.
The vine is of the Vitis vinifera ‘Zametovka’ variety. Originally grown on the city walls planted at the
end of the middle ages, it survived attacks on the city when Maribor was facing invasion from the
Ottoman empire. As well as this, this plucky plant survived city fires due to the wooden roofs and
hay covering; Napoleon; bombardment in WWII; and outbreaks of vine lice that destroyed most of
the other vines in the area. The level of dangers this plant faced defiantly shows just how hardy it is.
The vine also has an anthem in its honour.
Below is the anthem in Slovenian and a rough translation in English:
Slovenian version

English version

Yearly pruning is an honoured tradition and is important part of the viticulture for the growth, grape
production upkeep and maintenance of the vine.
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Zdiar, Slovakia
Wild flower meadows with small plots of potato crops on a backdrop of pine forest covered
mountains.

The health of the crops next to the biodiverse hay meadow shows the effectiveness of permaculture.
The wild flower meadows a buzz with pollinator activity improves the overall health of the crops
grown on this mountainous upland.
The landscape of the Zdiar, Tatra mountains.
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My all-time favourite plant, yellow rattle or Orobanchaceae Rhinanthus minor.

Rhinanthus minor is a hemi parasite and it is a wonder for wild flower meadows and crop growing
alike. The plant uses specialist roots or haustoria to penetrate the root of grasses sapping nutrients
from them and suppressing their growth so that slower growing, less competitive plants can have an
opportunity to grow.
The edge of the coniferous forest.

The forest contained many species of coniferous trees such as Pinaceae Abies, Pinaceae Abies alba,
Pinaceae Pinus mugo and Pinaceae Larix decidua. This type of ecosystem can be categorised as
41

coniferous forest. The allelopathic nature of these sites means that the plant that grow in the forest
are of a specialist nature.
Ochidaceae Gymnadenia conopsea

Ochidaceae Gymnadenia conopsea grows in abundance in this forest and it was a stunning sight to
see so many wild orchids growing so successfully.
Blueberry bushes grow in abundance, great food for bears so it was lucky I did not run into any!

Plitvice national park
Plitvice lakes was the highlight of my trip. Plitvice National Park is Croatia’s first and largest national
park, given its national park status in 1949. Set between the mountainous regions of Mala Kapela
and Licka Pljesivica, the land is covered in mainly forest with some meadow land and beautiful lakes.
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The site is famous for its lakes shaped by the rapid calcification process that forms tufa barriers,
making it an amazing specialist ecosystem. The lakes are formed from the calcification process which
causes the formation of Tufa and Travertine (types of limestone) that create natural barriers. The
water which carries calcite microcrystals form calcite barriers by attaching themselves to aquatic
mosses and grasses. This process transforms the land flooding areas and calcifying the vegetation,
clearing room for new growth. There are 16 main named lakes as well as several smaller lakes. The
upper lakes are larger and formed on impermeable dolomite rock, the lower lakes are formed on
permeable limestone which effects the types of flora and growth patterns. The park is home to a
variety of woodland habitats, and the community that comprises these habitats is affected by the
base geology of the land. There are a variety of trees that make up the forests: namely beech (Fagus
sylvatica), which makes up the largest percentage of the forest in the lower altitude (limestone) and
mixed in the upper altitudes (dolomite). The rest is comprised of pine (Pinus sylvestris, Pinus
halepensis), fir (Abies alba) and a smaller percentage of oak (Quercus petraea), spruce (Picea
excelsa), maple(Acer obtusatum), and elm (Ulmus glabra). Overall there are around 1400 species
and sub-species of flora, including a variety of rare and endemic plants.
The beautiful scenery at Plitvice
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Beautiful blue lakes of Plitvice

Calcified logs
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The falls of the lakes

Map of Plitvice

Water running through grasses and mosses that will eventually calcify creating the tufa barriers.
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Water dripping down through the lime stone and through the mosses.
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Lysimachia vulgaris -yellow loosestrife

Cyclamen purpurascens
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Cyclamen purpurascens

Plantaginaceae Digitalis laevigata -smooth foxglove
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Vinka minor

Orobanchaceae Melampyrum nemorosum
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Nettle-leaved Bellflower (Campanula trachelium)

Beautiful blue damsel fly
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Typha latifolia

Pineaceae coniferous forest on the edge of the hay meadows
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Hay meadows showing, Umbellifers, Hypochaeris radicata

The hay meadows of Plitvice are of significant importance as they support many of the park’s
diversity and flora. The management of the area goes back to way before its national park status and
is now slightly in threat. These areas were created by years of traditional farming on the land.
However, due to the depopulation of the area and increase in tourism the methods that keep the
biodiversity of these meadows have been slightly neglected. Because of the status the lakes and area
surrounding is carefully managed, at the cost of continuing the traditional practices such as grazing
on the meadow land. To maintain these areas, it is important to continue the traditional practices as
land management and hay meadows have evolved side by side for centuries. It would be a shame to
lose one aspect of Plitvice despite the main reason for visiting the park is due to the lakes.
Possibly marsh pea Lathyrus palustris.
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Betony Stachys Officinalis

Stachys Officinalis being visited by a hover fly
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Mistletoe Viscum album
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The three pictures above are of mistletoe, an amazing plant and the first time I have seen it growing
out in the wild. I have a fascination for plants that are a hemiparasite such as mistletoe; how they
thrive off other plants and develop in interesting ways such as the circular ball like growth in the
picture above. Or the second mistletoe picture which shows how the area the mistletoe has
attached to has become swollen. I enjoy the the irony, as it is a plant that represents love and
togetherness in our society but in actual fact the nature of this plant is far more sinister as it
attaches itself and lives off other plants.
Campanula (unknown variety).
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Unknown plant species (I have been unable to id this plant so would love to know if you have any
ideas).

Wild rose (unknown variety)
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Euphorbiaceae helioscopia

The calcification process on root systems of a drained lake.
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Calcification of an old drained lake, ready to be taken over by flora. (Panorama photograph).

Map showing lakes and their gradients

A snake using the reeds to as an anchor and to camouflage while hunting fish (Common Carp)
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Campanula on sheer rock face

The trip was amazing, and I experienced many wonderful opportunities furthering my horticultural
knowledge and massively increasing my interest in flora ecosystem’s. Linking my knowledge of plant
origin with maintenance and needs. I found the botanical gardens inciteful in terms of plant id and
enjoyed the opportunity to see many varieties of tropical plants such as orchids and bromeliads,
special mention should be made to the wonderful collection of epithetic plants. I enjoyed the
historical gardens which gave me inspiration for my own designs. My all-time favourite part of the
trip had to be the Plitvice lakes and the Tatra mountains, being out in the wilds of the mountains was
fascinating from the crop laden sides of the mountains surrounded by beautiful flora rich hay
meadows to the coniferous woodland with its wild orchids and blue/bilberries growing in vast
abundance. Plitvice opened my eyes to the geological aspects that can vastly affect the properties
and community of flora in the area, this rapidly changing area flowed with life and the vast variety of
flora in this park was impressive. A massive thank you to the Hardy plant society for this opportunity,
I will continue my studies and further my horticultural knowledge as well as use what I have learned
on this trip.
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